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Map Symbols – A way of thinking

 Everything on a map is a symbol

 Text or graphic or conceptual



Map Symbols | Resemblance

Symbols that look like a phenomenon



Map Symbols | Relationship

Quantitative data symbols can show changes in 

population, using different size circles

Qualitative data symbols can differentiate a variety of 

data with shapes



Map Symbols | Convention

Water is blue; County boundaries are dashed or dot-

dashed black lines over gray bar



Map Symbols | Unconvention

Historic maps, artistic maps, modern maps – all use 

unconventional map symbols



Map Symbols | Difference

Symbols can be used to create visual differentiation 

between features on a map



Map Symbols | Standardization

Reduce ambiguity through a shared set of  common map 

symbols  



Symbols| Graphics & Concepts

 Symbols are graphics on a map that represent a 

concept

 to represent a grocery store

 Symbols are concepts tied to a graphic on the map

 How public funds are distributed throughout the US



Quantitative & Qualitative



Qualitative v. Quantitative

 Land-use

 Population

 Religious affiliation

 Tree Height

 Animal or plant species

 Park types

 Murder rate

 Temperature



Qualitative v Quantitative

 Hue

 Shape

 Orientation

 Pattern arrangement

 Size

 Lightness / value

 Pattern spacing



Qualitative v. Quantitative



Shape



Size



Color Hue



Color Value



Color Intensity



Texture



Symbolizing Quantitative Data



Aggregating data

 Typically, quantitative data is aggregated into 

geographic areas (counties, census tracts, states, etc)

 Methods for mapping aggregated data:

 Choropleth

 Graduated Symbol

 Dot Density

 Surface Density

 Cartogram





Choropleth

 Varies shading of each area based on a data 

value associated with that area

 Most common method of Quantitative thematic 

mapping

 Mapping raw data is not recommended when there 

is a large variation in the size of the geographic 

features (counties, cities, states, etc)

 A larger state is likely to have more people



Choropleth 

 Normalization is “the process of dividing one 

numeric attribute value by another to minimize 

differences in values based on the size of areas or 

the number of features in each area. For example, 

normalizing (dividing) total population by total 

area yields population per unit area, or density.”

(GIS Dictionary)









Graduated Symbol

 Varies the size of a symbol centered on each area, 

for the data value associated with that area

 Mapping normalized (or derived) data is not 

recommended

 Graduated symbols imply magnitude rather than 

density or rates



Graduated Symbol | Legend



Graduated Symbols | Symbols









Dot Density

 Varies the number of dots in each area based on 

the data value associated with it

 1 dot = # of phenomenon

 By default, dots are placed 

randomly

 Mapping normalized or derived

data is not recommended







Density Surface

 Creates an abstract surface from the single data 

across the surface of your study area (also known 

as creating ‘hotspots’)

 Not recommended for mapping raw data







Cartogram

 Varies the size of the geographic area itself (not 

the symbol) based on the data value

 Not a good choice when map reader is not familiar 

with the geographic area









Multivariate maps

When visual variables are overlaid or combined 

into bivariate symbols



Overlaid symbols



Bivariate symbols



Bivariate symbols



Bivariate symbols



Bivariate palettes


